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Subject: Proposed New Development Rules for Lake Whatcom Watershed Protection
Honorable County Council Members:
As you contemplate new regulations for the protection of the Lake Whatcom watershed and
water quality, I hope you will take a few minutes to read the enclosed short, best available
science regarding the vitally important need to put protection measures in place before the first
shovelful of soil is turned over. It is essential to not wait until the project is completed before
requiring stormwater management be put in place.
The first article: "Lake Sammamish: Continued development threatens earlier clean-up success"

... the UW professors point out that lack of effective controls during development of the now
forested land could cancel the gains from expensive, well-designed and well operated measures
installed in finished projects... Part of the difficulty, says Welsh, is that people can see the mud
coming down the roadside ditches and Into the creeks. What they don't see, of course, is the
phosphorus going along for the ride... (1)
The second article: "Runoff and the Chesapeake Bay" ... Whenever it rains, an acre of land

cleared for construction can flush a hundred times the sediment into waterways as a wellmanaged farmland can, and up to a thousand times as much (sediment) as a forest. The
abrupt inflow of thousands of tons of soil into a stream con be as deadly as a spill of oil or raw
sewage, more so perhaps, since the sediment never degrades but keeps getting resuspended by
tide and wind to cloud the water...
Thank you for your efforts to protect Lake Whatcom, and for future work to restore water
quality. I believe it has been degraded from years of development that was allowed to occur
without strict regulatory controls In place, continual inspection, and rigorous oversight.

K~€
Susan Kaun
613 Donovan Ave.
Bellingham WA 98225

Enclosures:
(1) Horner, Richard, R., Eugene B. Welch, Stephen R. Butkus and Dlmltris E. Spyridakis, ""Management Significance of Bioavailable Phosphorus
in Urban Runoff, 1987, State of Washington Water Research Center, Report No. A-144 WASH.
(2) Baker, William c. and Tom Horton, "Runoff and the Chesapeake Bay", EPA Journal, November/December 1990.

nless preventative steps are taken,
some extensive restoration work
done twenty years ago around Lake
Sammamish may be nullified. This conclusion was reached by four University of
Washington (UW) investigators following a
one-year study of the Seattle area's second
largest body of water.
Richard R. Horner, Eugene B. Welch,
Stephen R. Butkus, and Dimitris E. Spyridakis, all members of the UW Environmental Engineering and Science Program,
recently wrote, ''There is legitimate concern that future uncontrolled development
will undo the water quality improvements
accomplished (at Lake Sammamish) following the 19.68 wastewater diversion."

U

Multi-agency sponsorship of study
These comments are contained in a report to the Water Center titled, "Management Significance of Bioavailable Phosphorus in Urban Runoff." Horner and his
co-investigators were the authors. The
study was supported and assisted by the
Center, U.S. Department of the Interior,
Geological Survey, the Municipality of
Metropolitan Seattle (Metro), Washington
State Department of Ecology, King County
and the cities of Bellevue and Issaquah.
''The worry is that the development of
another five thousand hectares (12,350
acres) plus of land which is now mostly
forest will return Lake Sammamish to its
condition before sewage was diverted,"
says Welch. The university scientist is
Continued on next page

LAKE SAMMAMISH:
Continued development
threatens earlier
clean-up success
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drainage basin by the turn of the century,"
states Welch. He points out that building
construction activities and the cutting of
roads will increase the transport of soil
particles into the creek and eventually into
the lake. Unfortunately, the soil runoff will
contain phosphorus and nitrogen, two
aquatic plant nutrients. Phosphorus, in particular, is "good news" for the algae and
large water weeds-and "bad news" for the
lake's clarity.
Residential development in the Issaquah
Creek Basin is projected to take place incrementally, not in massive tracts. The
total impact, however, is expected to be
significant.
"Part of the difficulty,'' says Welch, "is
that people can see the mud coming down
the roadside ditches and into the creeks.
What they don't see, of course, is the
phosphorus going along for the ride."

cited by Horner was in the fifty million
dollar range. Because of this high cost, the
investigators took a detailed look at the
technical relationship between phosphorus,
the predicted phytoplankton biomass in
lake Sammamish, and the water's transparency. Chief goals of the UW research
were to determine if the total phosphorus
input to lake Sammamish is less available
for algae growth than in other lakes, and
to examine the management implications
of the findings.
Following extensive measurements, laboratory analyses, and computer modeling,
Horner, Welch, Butkus, and Spyridakis
concluded that the overall deterioration of
Lake Sammamish is less likely than forecast by an earlier mathematical model, but
that less probable events will cause greater
deterioration than predicted by the original
analysis.
The UW professors point O!Jt that lack of
effective controls during development of
the now forested land could cancel the
gains from expensive, well designed and
well operated measures installed in finished projects. "If state-of-the-art design,
operation, and maintenance cannot be en~
sured, the analysis demonstrates that maintaining the current good Lake Sammamish
water quality will require controls on the
extent of development," Horner writes.
The investigators stress that early action
is vital:
In the current climate o,f rapid development of the watershed, the timeliness
of implementation of management actions is important to prevent the onset
of water quality deterioration. A delay
of even another year or two could result in the loss of a significant portion
of the benefits that could accrue from
an effective management program. While
not all the knowledge that might be
desired is available, the outlines of
such a program are clear and it should
be instituted posthaste.

Building site erosion significant
Among the steps which will need to be
taken to prevent this second deterioration
of Lake Sammamish is control of soil erosion from construction sites during heavy
rainstorms. The Seattle area is well-known
for such events. According to Horner,
chief author of the UW report, the two
highest concentrations of total phosphorus
found in the water during the year-long
study was during a rainstorm of the level
which normally takes place once every 15
years. " ... Such occasions can account
for a significant fraction of the year's phos~
phorus mass loading," writes Horner. "Limiting such peaks depends partially on effectively controlling erosion from building
sites."
The university representatives know their
recommendations involve more political
than technical considerations and that
legal processes would have to be developed for their implementation . Such measures will not be cheap. One estimate
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A copy of the te<:hnical report reviewed in this article is
available from the State of Washington Water Research
Center as Report No. A-144 WASH.

LAKE SAMMAMISH
Continued from previous page

referring to the massive project of the late
1960s to build a sewage collection system
around the south and western shores of
the lake.
Prior to this construction effort, treated
sewage and dairy plant effluent from Issaquah and drainage from home septic tank
fields was reaching the six-mile long water
body. Algae were flourishing on the phosphorus and nitrogen contained in the effluents. As a result, the once-sparkling lake
was losing its clarity. Water contact sports

Metro scientists could begin to see considerably farther down into the lake's water
than before. Investigators from the university were closely involved in the Sammamish monitoring and cleanup program.
But now in 1987, Horner, Welch and
the others feel that history is in danger of
repeating itself. The focus of their concern
this time, however, is not the western
shore-but the land to the southeast of the
lake. This area is drained by Issaquah
Creek which in turn flows into lake Sammamish at its south-eastern end.
"King County has projected that at least
5100 hectares* will be developed to homes
and other dwelling units in the creek's
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is the phosphorus going
along for the ride"

Eugene B. Welch, University
of Washington scientist

HeaVl' rainstorms erode soil
from new housing tracts

were becoming less attractive. The lake
had a large recreational park on its southeastern shore while several levels of large
new homes and older cabins had been
buill"elbow to elbow" on the sharplysloped southwestern shore..
.
.
Faced with this deterioratmg sttuatton,
the region's governmental agencies and
citizens mounted a multi-million dollar.
program to halt Sammamish's de~radauon.
The key action was the construction of a
trunk sewer along the lake's southwe!'tern
edge. The lake was slow to respond to the
sewage diversion but by the late 1970s,
• About 1 2,600 acres
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Runoff and
the Chesapeake Bay
by William C. Baker and Tom Horton
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(Baker is President

of the Chesapeake

Bay Foundation and Horton is senior

writer for the Foundation.)
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 1990

he Chesapeake Bay is North
America's greatest estuary. In the
Chesapeake, fresh water flowing
seaward from nearly 50 rivers mixes
with sea water from the Atlantic ocean
pushing inland as far as 200 miles. The
Chesapeake still supports several
thousand full-time commercial seafood
harvesters and produces half the
nation's catch of blue crabs and a fifth
of its oysters. Well over two million
people still fish and hunt for sport
there each year.
However, in the last quarter century
the great bay of Maryland and Virginia
has lost to pollution 80 to 90 percent of
its underwater grass beds that are
critical habitat for a multitude of birds
and Jish, and a key means by which the
estuary cleans itself from sediment and
other pollutants. In the same period,
dramatic downturns have occurred in
its populations of striped bass, or
rockfish, its American and hickory
shad, yellow perch, alewife and
blueback herring, white perch, and
other species. Oyster populations, bit
by a combination of disease,
ovetfishing, and pollution, are
estimated to be about one percent of
what they were a century ago.
In 1975, Congressional concern about
environmental trends in the
Chesapeake led to a major, multi-year
study by EPA, the states surrounding
the bay, and the District of Columbia.
This resulted in 1983 in an
unprecedented commitment on the part
of these jurisdictions to restore the
estuary to health, a task that would take
years, and probably decades.
The restoration effort has proceeded
on several fronts, ranging from the
control of toxic chemicals to better
fisheries management, to ambitious
programs that place a permanent cap
on pollution from human sewage, even
as human population continues to
increase.
This article examines nearly a decade
of attempts to control pollution
affecting the Chesapeake in one of the
most challenging of those arenas-the
diffuse runoff of pollutants from land.
On most maps the Chesapeake Bay is
a large body of water, some 200 miles

long and up to 25 miles wide,
stretching from Norfolk on its southern
end to near the Pennsylvania border on
its northern end. Its broad waters are
fringed with the shoreline counties of
Maryland and Virginia, At the top of
the map a thin line intrudes: the bay's
major l:tibutary, the Susquehanna ruver.
In fact, the bay in proper perspective
is about fourteen-fifteenths dry land. H
we follow the upstream, branching
paths of the Susquehanna and the
dozens of either tributary rivers,
including the Potomac and the James,
they extand through nearly a sixth of
the Eastern Seaboard: from near
Vermont's southern border down close
to North Carolina, from coal fields in

There are methods that will
control the runoff of
nutrients from farmlands.
West Virginia almost to Delaware's
seacoast. This, the true scope of the
Chesapeake system, comprises a
64,000-square-mile drainage basin, or
watershed, sloping through all or part
of five states, carrying in its runoff the
byproducts of everything humans do on
the land toward 4,400 square miles of
water, jncluding tdhutaries, at the
bottom of ·the watershed.
Yet another, even less obvious
relation between the Chesapeake's
lands and its waters reinforces its
vulnerability to pollution. The bay,
though long and broad, has very little
water to absorb and dilute pollutants. It
is incredibly shallow; its average depth
less than 22 feet. In contrast to the siZe
of the lands that drain to it, the
Chesapeake bas less than a tenth the
volume of water of most of the world's
great coastal and inland water bodies.
In such a context, we can begin to
understand why land runoff has
become such a factor in the quality of
Chesapeake Bay. It is now generally
acknowledged that the estuary cannot
be restored to health. without dramatic
13

reductions in pollution from the land.
Control of the more traditional sources,
like sewage and industrial discharge
pipes, is not enough.

Nevertheless, in an average rainfall
year roughly 60 percent of the nitrogen
and 40 percent of the phosphorus that
does reach the bay are estimated to
come from land runoff, and farms are
Agricultural Runoff
the largest source. In dry years land
runoff comprises a smaller proportion
Agriculture, principally in Virginia,
of the totals; in wet years, a larger
Maryland, and Pennsylvania, involves
proportion. These overall bay
more than a quarter of the bay's
percentages vary widely among
watershed. The runoff of "nutrients,"
sub-drainage basins. The James, for
the nitrogen and phosphorus that are
example, the bay's third largest
prime culprits in the bay's decline, is
several times as great from farmlands as tributary, is overwhelmingly dominated
by nutrients from sewage treatment
it is from any other source.
plants.
Excessive nitrogen and phosphorus
A primary goal of the Chesapeake
cause excessive growth of microscopic
Bay clean-up effort since 1987 has been
floating plant life, or phytoplankton.
to reduce the ainount of nutrients that
This helps shade out light needed for
get into the water. For sewage, the goal
growth by the estuary's underwater
is to reduce nutrients by 40 percent
grass beds. Overenrichment with
from 1985 levels; for agricultural
plankton also contributes to frequent
runoff, the goal is reduction by 40
occurrences of low oxygen in the bay's
percent from an average rainfall year.
bottom waters when the plankton
The
reductions are supposed to be
decomposes.
permanent. They are supposed to "cap"
Farming occupies less acreage in the
any further growth of nutrients
watershed now than it did in 1950,
polluting the bay, even as their sources
before the bulk of the bay's decline in
continue
to grow.
water quality began. But the tonnage of
Such reductions from agriculture
commercial fertilizers per acre has in
appear to be achievable and have been
many areas doubled or tripled since
the focus of intensive efforts in all three
that time. In addition, modern animal
principal bay states for several years
agriculture during the same period has
concentrated cows, hogs, and poultry hi now. However, the minimal results
densities 5 to 100 times greater than in seen in water quality to date
underscore the magnitude of the
the 1950s, making it much more
problem of runoff.
difficult to contain runoff of
nutrient-laden manure. An extreme
Alice Jane Lippson drawing. Reproduced with permission.
case, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania,
in the Susquehanna river portion of the
watershed, generates more than 10
billion pounds of manure annually.
Farmers in such areas often spread
more manure on their land than the
soil can use for growing crops.
Frequently they apply commercial
fertilizers as well. The result is soil that
is saturated with excess nutrients.
Attached to the soil, the nutrients wash
toward the bay in overland runoff.
They can also dissolve in water that
percolates below the surface into
streams and rivers flowing to the
estuary. Polluted land equals polluted
water.
A rough idea of agriculture's
pollution potential is indicated by
estimates that humans in the watershed
each year generate by their wastes
about 165 million pounds of nitrogen
and phosphorus. Animal wastes and
commercial fertilizers account for about
a billion pounds. By no means do all
these nutrients get into the bay. Sewage
treatment removes some nitrogen and
substantial quantities of phosphorus
Underwater plants, which are essential
from human wastes; plants and crops
for aquatic life, can be suffo.cated by the
remove large quantities of nutrients
excessive growth of phytoplankton
from farmlands.
caused by runoff of nutrients such as
animal wastes and fertilizers.
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Accounting for progress in
controlling pollution that seeps from
millions of acres of limd, rather than
from a relative handful of discharge
pipes, has proven difficult in itself.
EPA has estimated that between 1985
and 1990 agricultural phosphorus
runoff has been reduced by 10.5
percent and nitrogen by 9.5 percent.
This would appear to be a reasonably
good start toward the goal of 40-percent
reduction by the year 2000.
However, a recent study by the
Metropolitan Washington Council of
Governments estimated nutrient
reductions from agriculture in counties
drained by the Potomac to be 10 times
less than reductions projected by using
current federal and state accounting
methods.
Officials have assumed that much of
the task of nutrient control could be
piggy-backed onto the traditional
erosion control programs that have
been administered for decades under
agencies like the Soil Conservation
Service (SCS). Accounting often has
involved simply adding up the acres of
farmland that have, in SCS jargon, been
"benefitted" by such programs, and
multiplying their number by a fixed ·
tonnage of nitrogen and phosphorus per
acre.
However, it turns out that controlling
the movement of soil does not
necessarily control the runoff of
nutrients placed on the soil. In some
cases, particularly with water-soluble
nitrogen, retarding soil runoff only
redirects the nutrient, concentrating
pollution in ground water where it
eventually makes its way into streams,
rivers, and the bay. Worse yet, drain
systems incorporated in some control
· methods actually hasten the passage of
nutrients toward waterways.
In dry weather, ground water seeping
into waterways is the source of
virtually all the water flowing to the
bay. This "invisible river" has been
calculated to approximate roughly the
magnitude of the James.
It is not surprising, then, that more
than a decade of monitoring of
mitrients flowing down the
Susquehanna into the bay shows only a
slight drop in phosphorus levels, and a
modest increase in nitrogen levels.
There are methods that will control
the runoff of nutrients from farmlands.
Manure can be stored in concrete or
steel pits. Winter "cover crops," like
rye or winter wheat, will hold soil in
place, take up excess nutrients left in
the soil, and fix nitrogen from the air.
After they've been plowed back into the
soil the following spring, the farmer
needs to add less fertilizer. The
planting of forested buffer strips
EPA JOURNAL

A typical scene on
the Chesapeake.
Runoff from
development as well
as farming activities
disturbs the bay's
fragile ecosystem.

Skip Brown photo. Maryland Saa Grsnt College.

it by as much as 90 percent by weight.
However, the finer, lighter particles of
sediment escape the controls, and it is
these particles that stay suspended in
the water the longest. Water clarity may
be degraded despite efficient sediment
trapping.
How are the states doing? The
Chesapeake Bay Foundation recently
conducted random appraisals of
sediment and stormwater controls in 31
counties and townships from Scranton,
Pennsylvania, to Norfolk, Virginia The
survey was not intended to be a
statistically precise representation of
the entire watershed. However, it is
probably the most in-depth,
independent check in recent years on
what progress state and local
governments are making in controlling
polluted runoff.
Overall, 26 percent of the
construction sites were judged to be in
full accordance with all requirements
Rainwater washing off
for sediment control by the applicable
urban pavement and other
state. By state, Maryland had 42
impervious surfaces can be percent
of sites adequate, with Virginia
shockingly polluted ....
at 19 percent and Pennsylvania, 13
percent. Pennsylvania's specifications
were somewhat tougher than those of
the other two states. Applying
plankton blooms fueled by excess
Maryland standards would have raised
nutrients, and cuts off sunlight to the
bottom. The sunlight is necessary to the Pennsylvania to 26 percent adequate.
Another 66 percent of all sites were
growth of the submerged grasses that
are critical habitat in streams and in the rated inadequate, and five percent, all
in Pennsylvania, showed no sign of
Chesapeake proper.
using required sediment controls.
Dw:ing the 1970s all three bay states
All three states are upgrading their
enacted laws designed to control :
sediment control programs, but if the
sediment from developing lands. The
results of the slll'Vey are typical, large
"filter fences" of straw bales and black
improvements could be made simply
cloth that one sees staked into the
by enforcing what is already in place.
ground around roadbuilding and other
However, it appears that there are
construction sites is one technique.
limits to what sediment-control
Another is the building of settling
ponds to catch and filter water draining structures can contain. Some huge
highway projects around Annapolis, for
from the sites.
example, which were not part of the
These controls cannot eliminate
sediment polhition, but they C!Ul reduce

between farm fields and waterways
waterways as a well-managed farmland
appears a good bet to control both
can, and up to a thousand times as
much as a forest. The abrupt inflow of
phosphorus and nitrogen. Providing
farmers with more sophisticated soil
thousands of tons of soil into a stream
analyses, so that they can apply only as can be as deadly as a spill of oil or raw
much fertilizer as tl;leir crops require,
sewage, more so pe.thaps, smce
has shown real success in places like
sediment never degrades but keeps
Pennsylvania. ·
gettingresuspended by tide ~d wind
to cloud the water.
The problem is that these, like
virtually all agricultural
Sediment pollutes by smothering fish
pollution-control programs, remain
eggs, by tearing at the fragile gills of
largely voluntary. The results have been just-born fish, and by covering gravel
bottoms that 8.l'e prime habitats for fish
that much of the bay states' spending
on farm runoff control has been skewed spawning and for aquatic insects.
to what farmers want, and this is often
Farther downriver it may cover oyster
not what is most cost effective.
beds, thereby preventing the
In sum, it appears that while meeting .free-floating young of oysters from
the ambitious reduction goals for
attaching to clean shells and then
agricultural runoff to the bay are
forming their own. Sediment also
possible, they are not likely to be
clouds the water, along with the
achieved without substantial changes in
current programs.
Runoff From Development
Although agricultural use of the
watershed is the largest contributor to
polluted land runoff, by far the fastest
growing part of the problem is from the
development of open space for
residences and commerce.
During the next 30 years the
watershed will go from 11 percent
urban and suburban to about 15
percent, an alteration of 1.6 million
acres of fields and forest. In Maryland,
the most rapidly suburbanizing of the
three principal bay states, acreage of
developed land will nearly double.
Such development creates runoff
problems that fall into two broad
categories: sediment from lands bared
for development, and stormwater
carrying a host of pollutants off the
impervious surfaces that have replaced
the natural vegetation.
WhenQver it rains, an acre of land
cleared for construction can flush a
hundred times the sediment into
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 1990
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survey, have literally wiped out or
jeopardized whole stream systems
despite what is considered
state-of-the-art attention to sediment
control.
There also appears to be too much
reliance on the use of structural
controls like filter fences and sediment
basins to keep pclbticr_ from the water.
Requiring that natural vegetation be left
between development and waterways,
thereby preventing pollution from
occill'ring in the first place, may be
more effective.
Damage to the environment doesn't
end once a development is complete
even though sediment loads drop
dramatically once a site has been paved
and landscaped. Rainwater washing off
urban pavement and other impervious
surfaces can be shockingly polluted,
especially the "first flush," in which
dry-weather accumulations of
pollutants that have fallen f!"am the air,
from car exhausts, and from
accumulations of oxygen-demanding
organic matter like grass clippings, all
w-ash into storn;_ drains and creeks. Pats
are estimated to deposit more than
seven million pounds of feces annually
on streets in the District of Columbia
alone.
In some urban areas, stormwater
channeled through the sewagetreatment plant may so exceed the
plant's capacity that it carries with it
raw or poorly treated sewage as well as
polluted runoff. This "combined sewer
overflow" plagues Richmond and
Washington. In a city like Baltimore,
where the stormwater is not channeled
through the treatment plant, it may just
dump directly into watenvays.
Storm.water can also severely degrade
smaller waterways physically. Most
people think of paved or impervious
surfaces as roads and parking lots. But
they also include roofs, driveways,

When sediment covers oyster beds,
free-floating oyster young have trouble
attaching themselves to clean shells
before forming their own.
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Alice jaf!e L.ippson drawing. F!aprintea" with permission.
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sidewalks, patios, even car tops. It does
not take extreme urbanization to
"harden" as much as half of a
developed piece of land.
Once that happens, rain that used to
soak into the soil flows quickly and
directly down gutters and drains and
into streams. The stream is subject to
fierce flooding for a few hours; ~hen,
when it is dry, it is no longer fed by
slow seepage through its bed and
banks. The water that used to seep
underground, replenishing ihe water
table, has run off from the new, paved
environment.

Pets are estimated to deposit
more than seven million
pounds of feces annually on
streets in the District of
Columbia alone.
This feast-or-famine flow wreaks
havoc on the stream's habitat. It is easy
to see if one compares an urban to a
rural creek. The channel will be
widened and the banks eroded in the
former setting. After a rain, it will surge
wildly with water, then run almost dry
within 24 hours. The country creek will
be more stable, rising less in
rainstorms, falling less in droughts. It
will be, in short, a better place for fish
to live.
Studies in various parts of the bay
area have found that as t.l:te amount of
paving in a stream's watershed goes up,
aquatic life in the stream declines, even
if there are no specific pollution
sources present. Such degradation can
start by the time 12 percent of the
watershed is paved. That's equivalent
to developing the entire watershed with
suburban homes on two-acre lots. By
the time imperviousness reaches 25
percent, equivalent to two homes per
acre, degradation can be severe.
All three principal bay states have
developed laws in the last decade or so
aimed at controlling stormwater runoff
from new development. Most
developments affected by these new
laws must include some sort of pond,

basin, vegetated buffer strips, or other
device designed to detain, slow, and
even out the surges of stormwater.
However, there have been no state
requirements Lhat address the pollution
carried by stormwater runoff and, not
surprisingly, the 31 counties and
townships in the Bay Foundation
suwey were found to be doing very
little to check such pollution.
All told, the survey took in 90 sites
in the three states. information was
available to assess 78 for stOl'mwater
controls. A quarter of these were
exempt from using controls because of
their small size, or because it seemed
the controls would do more damage
than not building them.
Nearly half of the 78 employ controls
which do little to protect bay tributaries
beyond minimizing flooding. Only
eight percent employ measures that
address the wider range of impacts
associated ·with stmmwnter run:::ff.
As with sediment, all three states are
upgrading their stormwater controls to
improve the quality as well as reduce
the quantity of runoff from lcuJ.ds w:,.der
development. It has been calculated
that stormwater pollution from the 78
sites is two to five times higher than it
was prior to development. If the bay
watershed .is to accommodate the huge
projected increases in land
development, and at the same time bay
water quality is going to be restored,
then new development should aim, at a
minimum; for a zero increase in
polluted runoff from stormwater. The
survey indicates that the region is a
long way from this goal.
A thorough study of stormwater and
sediment controls in the Washington
Metropolitan Area concluded that even
the best controls would merely slow
the growth of pollution, not reduce it;
or even hold the line. The best hope,
the study said, lay in reducing the
pollutants ~oming from existing
development as well as new
development.
Such urban "retrofit" may involve a
range of techniques: frequent street
sweeping and scooping up after pets, as
practiced successfully in New York
City; placing gravel-filled "infiltration
trenches" on the edges of developments
to let the "first flush" of stormwater
soak into the ground; or trapping the
super-polluted first flush, and sending
only that portion of the stormwater
runoff through sewage treatment plants.
In sum, the Chesapeake Bay's
restoration depends fully as much on
controlling pollution running off the
lands of its vast watershed as it does on
controlling the more traditional
sources, such as discharges from
sewage and industrial pip~s. c
EPA JOURNAL

